Class of 1964
Listing of Lost Alumni
August 2013*

We do not have current contact information for these alumni. Can you help us reconnect with them? If you have correct contact information for any of the alumni listed below, please contact the Oberlin College Alumni Office at (440) 775-8692, (800) 693-3167, or alumni@oberlin.edu. You can also contact Class President Carl McDaniel at carl.mcdaniel@oberlin.edu. Thank you!

Grad
Bruce Bowers
Carroll Dobrotka Brooks
Lucy Collins Cheyne
Barbara Mooney Cheyne
John Diller
Susan Anderson Eggleston
Jonathan Eisen
Claire Siegelbaum Frost
Gary Gerlinger
Mary Hendricks
Timothy Hiatt
Randall Jacob
Stephen Klemen
William Konney
Michael Koslow
Joseph Kowalski
David Mahin
Frank Masi
Arlene McMillan
John Miller
Brian Morgan
Carol VanNordstrand Nieland
Barbara Koch Ouellette
Toni Sachs Pfeiffer
Jane Goldberg Pollard
James Poulton
David Prince
Philip Rammon
James Rogers
Phyllis Scott
Kathryn Sohl
Robert Steinberg
Elizabeth Stefan
Hope Anne Gleason Sweeney
Katharine Gratz Vogel
Robert Williams

Nongrad
Bruce Allen
Diane Rydell Anderson
Margaret Bard
John Berninghausen
David Bishop
Judith Johnson Blank
Thomas Bloom
Suzanne Mayes Borgo
Richard Burhenne
Carol Busser
Shirley Smith Byl
David Carrow
Mary Mulcahy Coffman
George Crevoshay
Nancy King Davis
James Dove
Terry Cowan Glaser
John Gordon
Rebecca Holmes Herzog
Polly Hicks
Louis Hodges
Carolyn Olstad Hodges
Mary McEniry Johnson
Charles Kuschinski
Lee Campbell Langfeld
Christine Lehn
Robert Lytle
Florence Mar
Carol Marino
Arthur Miller
Beverly Valouch Millstead
Luella Riley Moghal
Peter Negaard
Chase Palmer
Mary Paolano
Diana Batey Pettengill

Nongrad (con’t)
David Roberts
Roger Smith
Peter Sokole
David Stein
Karin Wiesner

*This list was compiled on August 14, 2013.